
HFO Investment Real Estate Marks 25 Years
with Key Executive Hire, Tiffany Wright as COO

Tiffany Wright, HFO Investment

Real Estate COO

Drawn by HFO’s industry leadership, Tiffany Wright brings

extensive real estate and operational expertise to her new

role.

PORTLAND, OREGON, UNITED STATES, April 29, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Marking its 25th anniversary with a

significant step towards future growth, HFO Investment

Real Estate, a Pacific Northwest-based real estate

brokerage specializing in multifamily real estate, is

excited to announce the appointment of Tiffany Wright

as Chief Operations Officer. This strategic addition

underscores the firm's commitment to expanding its

leadership and enhancing its service in the multifamily

real estate sector.

Tiffany Wright reflects on her appointment, "Joining HFO

was influenced by the firm’s reputation for top talent and

leadership in the industry. I am thrilled to help drive

growth at a company that values robust relationships

and innovative solutions. The alignment of HFO’s

commitment to excellence with my professional goals

and values presents a compelling pathway to contribute

meaningfully."

Bringing a wealth of experience from her tenure as President of CPX, a commercial real estate
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investment firm covering Portland and Seattle (now a part

of Northmarq), Tiffany is well-prepared to spearhead

operational enhancements and elevate HFO's service

standards. Her prior leadership over a diverse portfolio

including commercial, multifamily, and manufactured

housing assets positions her to lead HFO into a new era of

industry prominence, and her transition to HFO from a

successful career spanning early childhood education to

executive roles across the Western United States and India highlights her versatile leadership
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and deep commitment to fostering

lasting relationships.

As HFO celebrates a quarter-century of

success, Tiffany Wright’s role will be

pivotal in steering the company

through its next phases of growth and

achievement. Her unique perspective and strategic insight are expected to play a crucial role in

maintaining and expanding HFO's position at the forefront of the Pacific Northwest apartment

brokerage industry.

About HFO Investment Real Estate

HFO Investment Real Estate is a Pacific Northwest-based real estate brokerage specializing in

facilitating the acquisition and disposition of multifamily assets on behalf of a wide range of

clients, from individual owners to institutional and private equity firms. HFO was founded in

1999 and has since earned a dominant share of the local market, consistently outranking its

peers as a top broker in our PNW markets. In 2022, HFO joined several other brokerages

throughout the U.S. to form GREA, a network of top-producing brokerages dedicated to

providing a higher level of service and reliable high-level expertise to multifamily investors in

every region.   

For more information or to learn more about available listings, please visit HFORE.com.
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